
Protection for everything 
you’ve worked so hard to build.

Concord®

Concord® security systems to safeguard your family and home.



Putting the right system together for you.
The Concord® system allows you to enjoy comprehensive 
security that’s just right for your situation. You can also integrate 
other systems including energy management, lighting and 
audio/video control. Tailor your system by choosing from a 
variety of available options and features to meet your precise 

security needs:

Notice of security events can be sent to you  
via pager; notice via cell phone and email is available  
for Concord 4 through Alarm.com services

Motion sensors provide a second line of defense,  
detecting the body heat of an intruder. Sensors can  
be adjusted to allow pets to move freely without  
activating an alarm

Door and window sensors can protect every access  
point to your home, including shock sensors that detect 
shattering glass and splintered wood. Recessed sensors are 
completely hidden and ideal for entries and living rooms

Simple keychain operation allows you to  
arm/disarm the system with the touch of a button,  
no codes required

Portable panic buttons make it easy to summon  
help in an emergency

Smoke and heat detectors are monitored and  
remain active 24-hours a day

Environmental sensors warn you of furnace failure  
or if a basement is flooded 

Carbon monoxide detectors alert when dangerous  
levels of carbon monoxide gas are present

Concord security systems monitor your home 24 hours a day, 
providing you with immediate notification of a security threat. 
When a sensor detects an emergency, the signal automatically 
goes to the central monitoring station and the proper authorities 
are immediately dispatched to your home.

Smoke detectors are 
monitored and remain 
active 24 hours a day.

Recessed door/window sensors 
are completely hidden. Perfect 
for entries and living areas.Environmental sensors  

can warn you of furnace 
failure and flooded 
basements.

Door and window sensors 
detect the opening of 
doors and windows.

Motion sensors cover 
strategic areas inside 
your house, backing up 
the perimeter sensors 
with added defense.

Carbon monoxide detectors 
are active 24/7 to sense 
hazardous levels of carbon 
monoxide gas

Keyfobs provide easy 
touch control to arm 
and disarm the system.



Concord 4 Concord Express

96 standard Number of Zones
6 standard,  

expandable to  
6 hard-wired,  

16 wireless zones*

✓ Smoke detector compatibility ✓

✓ Hard-wired and wireless capability ✓

✓ Chime when door is opened ✓

✓ Wireless remote keychain arming/disarming ✓

✓ Integration to third party automation systems

✓ Compliant with CP01 false alarm reduction standards ✓

✓
GSM cellular communications (no phone line 

necessary) ✓

✓ Latch key reporting** ✓

✓
Alarm.com Interactive Services 

Web browser based/cell phone system interaction—management,  
command, control, configuration, reporting & event driven notification

  *Expandable 8 hard-wired with optimal input board. 
**With use of a third party device.

Concord 4

Concord® 4 provides residential and commercial 

environments with full-featured security. Concord 4  

offers 96 hard-wired zones, wireless zones or combination  

of both. Flexibility continues with convenient features such  

as a wireless keychain touchpad to arm or disarm the 

system, optional lighting controls and a special latchkey 

function for working parents that pages when a child arrives 

safely at home. The wireless GSM gateway module allows 

you to monitor your home or office building status from a 

smartphone app or from the Alarm.com web site. 

Concord Express

Concord Express provides integrated security that can  

be set up as a hard-wired or wireless system perfect for 

retrofit environments. Concord Express installs easily and 

provides up to 24 zones of burglary and fire protection for  

a comprehensive and affordable security option.



Keypads

Concord® security systems offer numerous keypad options 

to match the functions you need and the preferences best 

suited for your situation. The keypad allows you to turn 

the security system on or off by entering a simple numeric 

code. Designed with functionality in mind, these keypads 

complement virtually any décor and feature easy-to-read 

information displays. Dedicated emergency keys can be 

programmed so that Fire, Police or EMS can be contacted 

at the touch of a button. 

Concord system keypads display clear indicators and 

messaging to give you complete system information  

and status. 



Minimal drilling.  
Maximum security.
Featuring wireless components that make it well suited 

for homes that aren’t newly constructed, Concord® offers 

powerful, expandable security that is easy to install because 

less drilling is required for a wireless system. With Learn 

Mode technology and a modular design, Concord provides 

outstanding flexibility in a full-featured security system 

for intrusion, fire detection, carbon monoxide detection, 

temperature extremes and medical emergencies. Concord’s 

standard peripheral options come pre-installed and tested, 

so the system is ready to go right out of the box. For small to 

large retrofit applications, Concord is the ideal solution. 

Sensors and Peripherals

A full line of intrusion protection solutions is 

complemented by a large selection of sensor and 

peripheral components that can enhance your 

home’s security. Wireless and hard-wired sensors 

are compatible with all products, including the 

new slim-profile DesignLine sensors. These added 

security elements represent our commitment to 

comprehensive security and protection:

Door/window sensors

Motion detectors

Magnetic contacts

Wireless smoke and carbon monoxide detectors

Keypads and keyfobs

Glassbreak and shock sensors

Cellular-based communication modules
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Customized security to meet your individual needs.

Ideal security means meeting your specific security demands effectively and 

efficiently. In addition to addressing your current needs, Concord® systems are 

designed to accommodate a changing environment. This built-in flexibility allows 

you to easily add or modify security components so that you’re assured optimum 

security now and in the future. 


